Caldesmon, N-terminal yeast actin mutants, and the regulation of actomyosin interactions.
N-Terminal yeast actin mutants were used to assess the role of N-terminal acidic residues in the interactions of caldesmon with actin. The yeast actins differed only in their N-terminal charge: wild type, two negative charges; 4Ac, four negative charges; DNEQ, neutral charge; delta DSE, one positive charge. Caldesmon inhibition of actomyosin subfragment 1 ATPase was affected by alterations in the N-terminus of actin. This inhibition was similar for skeletal muscle alpha-actin and the yeast 4Ac and wild-type actins (80%), but much smaller for the neutral and deletion mutants (15%). However, cosedimentation experiments revealed similar binding of caldesmon to polymerized rabbit skeletal muscle alpha-actin and each yeast actin. This result shows that the N-terminal acidic residues of actin are not required for the binding of caldesmon to F-actin. Caldesmon-actin interactions were also examined by monitoring the polymerization of G-actin induced by caldesmon. Although the final extent of polymerization was similar for all actins tested, the rates of polymerization differed. Skeletal muscle and 4Ac actins had similar rates of polymerization, and the wild-type actin polymerized at a slower rate. The neutral and deletion mutants had even slower rates of polymerization by caldesmon. The slow polymerization of DNEQ G-actin was traced to a greatly reduced binding of caldesmon to this mutant G-actin when compared to wild-type and alpha-actin. MgCl2-induced actin polymerization proceeded at identical rates for all actins.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)